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VISUAL STYLES



Visual Styles are important for keeping a brands 
content consistant and in line with their branding. 
Often you will find visual styles within a companies 
brand guideline documents.

Visual styles are made up of many different 
elements. Things like composition, exposure, art 
direction etc. One that we see often within our 
industry is slow exposure used for property shots 
so that the building itself is in focus but people 
within the space become blurred as they move. 
This creates a sense of motion within a static 
image.

If the visual style is not laid out within a companies 
brand guidelines you can often see it within their 
existing video/photography pieces or through 
discussing with them content that they like.

VISUAL STYLES

Example of long exposure property photography

Examples of visual style guides in company brand guidelines
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OPTIMISING ASSETS 
FOR SOCIAL 



OPTIMAL ASPECT RATIO - INSTAGRAM

Photos & Carousels
1080x1350px

Reels
1080x1920px

Stories
1080x1920px



OPTIMAL ASPECT RATIO - LINKEDIN

Photos
1080x1350px

Carousels
1080x1350px

Videos
1080x1080px
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PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS

Create depth of field 
using portrait mode.

Take a mixture of portrait 
and landscape photo’s 
for different mediums.

Use leading lines and 
symmetry to find thumb 
stopping compositions.

Adjust the exposure 
and f-stop.



BAD PHOTOGRAPHY EXAMPLES

Out of focus/motion blur, 
Subject cannot be clearly 

Bad composition, subject 
Is not focal point of the shot.

Bad lighting, shadows can 
Distort how something looks.



GOOD PHOTOGRAPHY EXAMPLES

Clear focal point with a soft 
focus on surroundings.

Good composition, rule of thirds has 
been used following leading lines.

Good lighting, 
subject is well lit.
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VIDEOGRAPHY
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VIDEOGRAPHY TIPS

Create depth of field using 
cinematic mode, great 

for panning from behind 
pillars and posts.

Adopt the Ninja walk, bend 
your knees and walk putting 
your heel first to increase 

gimble stabilisation.

Keep movement speed 
consistent, allowing for 

fluid shots in edits.

Utilise different camera 
movements to create 

dynamic shots.

Use different lenses for 
different shots, 0.5 is great 

for making spaces look 
bigger than they are.

Adjust the exposure 
and f-stop.



GOOD VIDEOGRAPHY EXAMPLES

https://www.dropbox.com/s/l5u4b6zn0u2m6q5/Chelsea%20Wharf_V6_ES.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7ieyo1t7y8k29xz/Fortess%20Works%20Intro_V1_ES.mp4?dl=0
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THE PRODUCTION PROCESS

Creative Brief

Shoot day arranged 
with the client, social 
media managers brief 

production team/
design team.

Pre-Production

Storyboard 
(if required), shot list 

and script.

Shoot Day

15 minute pre-prod 
run through meeting 

with the team 
at beginning of 

shoot day.

Post-Production

The production team 
edits footage, utilising 
the design team for 

motion graphics
 when necessary.

Sign Off

Internal process, 
Include expectations 
of amends and how 

the client will receive 
footage.

Schedule

Uploaded to 
scheduling tool.



PRE-PRODUCTION DOCUMENTS

Shot List Template Script ExampleShot List Example

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FWhppPCW5QHhcAOEmcjg3qpkhN-G5TihU5ekfopUVXY/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EOL3I4H4dPS1N8Gxf6mnswNBs4_86YA-s57CnjONSgc/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14HuRlLb18bM65KpiMc7oGGwax-mxZG0guy489vY5N8M/
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